Team Radios

BMW IBU WORLD CUP BIATHLON 2020
NOVÉ MĚSTO NA MORAVĚ
Sent latest on 3 January 2020
to email: skricka@biatlon.cz
cc: podatelna@ctu.cz

Contact information
National federation
Contact person
Address (Street, ZIP-code, Town)
Phone, e-mail

Which kind of frequency (ies) will you use at the
BMW IBU World Cup Biathlon 2016 Nové Město
na Moravě?

free
frequencies
*

special
frequencies **

Which frequency lines will you use at the BMW
IBU World Cup Biathlon 2020 Nové Město na
Moravě?

A

B

C

D

What are the bandwidths of the redio equipment? Bandwidths

Khz

What transmitter output power does
the equipment have?

W

Power

Number of radios per team
All teams have to present their radios for approval and frequency control. This control will be performed by the Czech
Telecommunication Office (CTO) and will be free of charge.
* Using dedicated public radio frequencies is free of charge in the territory of the Czech Republic.
** The Organizing Committee offers at the same time usage of special frequencies according to the CTO rates. For detailed
information about order of special frequencies and procedure see next page.

Date

Signature
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Team Radios

BMW IBU WORLD CUP BIATHLON 2020
NOVÉ MĚSTO NA MORAVĚ
Radio equipment and special frequencies
To avoid any potential problems and / or delays in evaluation of your request please follow this basic
information:
1. In accordance with the Czech telecommunication law the request for temporary licence must be
delivered to the Czech Telecommunication Office (CTO) 15 days at the earliest but no later than 3
working days before start of frequency utilisation.
2. The fee for frequencies is 3000 CZK netto (any charge for international transfer must be paid by
applicant) for one temporary licence. Separate individual licence is issued to each radiocommunication service (fixed, mobile, broadcasting...). The CTO will send you info for payment (number of
licences) when we process the application.
3. Payment of the fee must be confirmed (e.g. scan of bank order, account statement, transaction
report, ...).
4. If the request is refused, the payment is sent back to the applicant.
5. Payment must be sent to the bank account of the Czech Telecommunication Office:
		
account number: 19-60426011/0710
		
constant symbol: 308
		
variable symbol: 11xxxxxx
		
(where xxxxxx means the date of start of frequency utilisation (e.g. 20120831)
		
swift code: CNBACZPP
		
IBAN: CZ36 0710 0000 1900 6042 6011 Czech National Bank
6. Request must contain contacts and applicant’s responsible person
(applicant’s full postal address, e-mail, fax - if any).
7. Requests shall be sent to:
Czech Telecommunication Office
		
P.O.BOX 02
		
225 02 Prague 25
		
Czech Republic
fax:
+420 224004 823
e-mail:
podatelna@ctu.cz
8. We recommend you to send requests to the central e-mail address podatelna@ctu.cz instead of
sending them directly to the e-mail address of employees. Remember that any person can be out
of office. There is a risk that your request could not be handled in time. The central e-mail address
is regularly checked and all the inputs are forwarded to the responsible persons.
9. The CTO communicate and accept applications for temporary licence written in English.
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